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Rating Methodology: Rating Methodology for Financial
Groups’ Holding Companies and Group Companies
Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd. (JCR) has compiled its rating methodologies for holding companies
and group companies other than holding companies of financial groups which have financial
institutions (including deposit-taking financial institutions, insurance companies, securities
companies, etc.) that are subject to prudential regulation, as core companies, as “Rating
Methodology for Financial Groups’ Holding Companies and Group Companies” (“this Methodology”).
The conventional rating methodologies “Ratings of Bank Holding Companies and Subsidiary Banks”
and “Rating Perspectives on an Insurance Holding Company and its Subsidiaries” shall be replaced
with this Methodology, which shall supersede them.
1. Scope of This Methodology and its Relations with Other Methodologies
This rating methodology covers financial groups’ holding companies and group companies, which have
financial institutions (including deposit-taking financial institutions, insurance companies, securities
companies, etc.) that are subject to prudential regulation, as core companies.
As for rating methodologies for holding companies and group companies, JCR has published “Rating
Methodology for a Holding Company” and “Rating Perspectives for Subsidiary Companies” which are
general rules that can apply to all corporate ratings. Based on views shown in these rating
methodologies as general rules, JCR added adjustments for characteristics of financial institutions
which are under prudential regulation to this rating methodology. In cases of considering issues that
are not mentioned in this rating methodology, therefore, JCR refers to general rules that can apply to
all corporate ratings.
This rating methodology does not cover holding companies and group companies of financial groups,
which have nonbanks and the like that are not subject to prudential regulation, as core companies. In
cases where it is considered that some regulations, supervisions or any other reasons restrict
probabilities of support from financial groups to the holding companies and group companies by the
authorities, this methodology shall apply mutatis mutandis to such companies.
2. Long-term Issuer Rating for Holding Companies
(1) Major Factors to be Considered
Based on evaluations on overall financial groups’ creditworthiness (group creditworthiness) as the
starting point, JCR mainly takes into account the following factors to determine long-term issuer rating
for holding companies of financial groups.
(i) Holding Companies’ Controlling Power over Group Companies
(ii) Holding Companies’ Cash Flow Balance and Financial Structure
(iii) Resolution Regime that is Applied to Holding Companies
(2) Controlling Power Over Group Companies
Holding companies in many cases rely on cash they receive such as commissions and dividends from
their subsidiaries for funds for repayment of external financial obligations. For this reason, it is an
important point whether they can have a full controlling power over subsidiaries (group controlling
power) in evaluation of their abilities to repay debt. JCR determines their group controlling power by
factors including the following: (i) purpose of establishment; (ii) investment ratio held by holding
companies and their involvement in management of subsidiaries including personnel relationships;
and (iii) strength of power and authority over subsidiaries. If their group controlling power is not
considered sufficient, rating level of holding companies may be far below the group creditworthiness.
(3) Cash Flow Balance and Financial Structure
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As holding companies in many cases rely on cash they receive such as commissions and dividends
from their subsidiaries for funds for repayment of external financial obligations, JCR thinks that putting
emphasis on cash flow analysis, which is applied to evaluating industrial corporations, is necessary for
evaluating holding companies of financial groups. Also, there are risks in cases of financial groups that
use of cash from subsidiaries might be restricted in some cases, although holding companies’ group
controlling power is strong. This is because there are cases in which dividend payment from core
subsidiaries to holding companies may be restricted due to prudential regulation in some cases.
In light of the above situations, JCR determines whether holding companies can keep cash flows
required for debt repayment on an ongoing basis, if use of cash from subsidiaries is restricted, through
evaluation of balance between cash inflow and cash outflow (cash flow balance). Specifically, JCR
confirms several factors such as (i) ratio of stable revenues other than dividends to cash inflow and
dividend stability and (ii) sufficiency of cash inflow in comparison with cash outflow (cash inflow and
outflow include those related to principal redemption on assets and liabilities. In evaluation of these
factors, JCR uses double leverage ratio, which is calculated by dividing stocks of subsidiaries and
affiliates by equity capital of holding companies on an unconsolidated basis as a reference indicator.
Double leverage is a structure where a holding company acquires stocks of subsidiaries and affiliates
through external debt and those subsidiaries further externally raise funds. In cases where the double
leverage ratio is high due to the external debt used for acquisition of stocks of subsidiaries and
affiliates, it is becoming increasingly likely that fixed cash outflow for debt repayment and others will
not be covered by stable cash inflow.
A holding company, which has problems with cash flow balance, is susceptible to restrictions on use of
cash from subsidiaries when there are such restrictions. In such cases, JCR considers notching down
the rating from the group creditworthiness, even if it has a strong group controlling power.
In evaluation of cash flow balance using double leverage ratio as a reference indicator, JCR conducts
the evaluation based on not only conditions at the current time, but future perspectives. Future
financial management policies as well as track record in the management are to be taken into
consideration.
In recent years, investments by holding companies have diversified thanks to developments such as
deregulation of investments by a bank holding company in financial related IT firms. JCR also checks
whether investments by holding companies in entities other than core group companies can increase
its financial risk.
(4) Resolution Regime to be Applied
JCR takes into account the fact that treatment by the authorities upon resolution might be different
between the holding company and group companies under its umbrella in the case of financial groups.
This is because in cases where resolution regimes that are defined under the Deposit Insurance Act
and others are applied to a financial group, it is assumed that remedial measures for creditors of
subsidiary companies such as banks will be taken by the government, but such measures will not be
taken for the holding company.
JCR sees that the risk of occurrence of such cases is relatively large for financial groups, to which
SPE Resolution, a method by which loss burden at the time of a resolution is to be intensively borne
by shareholders and creditors of a holding company, shall be applied in principle by laws and
ordinances or as policies by the government. The authorities in Japan, FSA, showed its policy to adopt
SPE Resolution at the time of a resolution to financial groups called Covered SIBs, which are
designated as SIBs, to which TLAC regulations are applied. In cases where Specified Measures Under
Item (ii) defined under the Deposit Insurance Act are taken, the financial group’s’ loss shall be
intensively absorbed by shareholders and creditors of the holding company, if the resolution measure
is taken in accordance with FSA’s policy.
A situation where while remedial measures that benefit creditors of subsidiaries such as banks are
taken by the government, such measures are not taken for holding companies can happen to financial
groups, for which adoption of SPE Resolution is shown in advance. The remedial measures by the
government are taken basically for the purposes of maintaining financial order in the countries and the
regions and stabilization of the financial system. From the perspectives of achieving these objectives,
it is likely that authorities may consider that protection of creditors of holding companies is less
important than that of creditors of subsidiaries such as banks. There was a case in Japan where a
holding company was liquidated while creditors of a bank in the financial group were protected in
resolution process, for which Measures Under Item (iii) defined under the Deposit Insurance Act were
taken.
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(5) Long-term Issuer Rating for Holding Companies Having Sufficient Strong Group Controlling Power
(a) Views
In determination of long-term issuer rating for holding companies which have sufficiently strong group
controlling power, JCR judges necessity of notching down and the degree of it in a comprehensive
manner, taking into account risks related to cash flow balance and those related to resolution regime
together. Concerning risks related to resolution regime, JCR reflects such risks according to a
probability of actual occurrence of a situation where loss burden is intensively borne by creditors of the
holding company. For holding companies, for which application of SPE Resolution is indicated in
advance in the authorities’ policy, JCR sees that it is much more likely that the creditors of the holding
company will intensively bear the group’s loss burden than in the case of holding companies, for which
such application is not indicated in advance. Meanwhile, such probability will decline, if preventive
measures are taken including capital injection by the government to a sound bank or group prior to a
stage where the group is identified as being at the point of non-viability (PON), which requires
resolution measures. JCR therefore takes into account the degree of a probability that preventive
measures can be taken for sound banks and groups that are not authorized as being at PON.
(b) Holding Companies, for Which Application of SPE Resolution is Indicated in Advance
JCR notches down long-term issuer rating for holding companies from their group creditworthiness in
countries and regions, for which application of SPE Resolution is indicated in advance, and which JCR
judges are facing large restrictions on preventive measures for sound banks and groups that are not
authorized as being at PON, seeing it is likely that risks related to resolution regime can relatively
easily come to the surface in such cases. The level of notch down is in principle 1 in cases where it is
determined that there are no problems in group creditworthiness. There might be many cases for
holding companies in the U.S. and Europe where JCR judges in this way. In cases where JCR notches
down the rating due to reasons related to resolution regime when it is determined that there are no
problems in group creditworthiness, JCR does not additionally notch down even if there are problems
with cash flow balance. In cases where there are no problems in group creditworthiness, JCR sees
that risk inherent in the holding company can be fully reflected by 1 notch down.
For holding companies in countries and regions, for which application of SPE Resolution is indicated in
advance, but which JCR judges are facing less restrictions on preventive measures, necessity to
reflect risks related to resolution regime is relatively small. For this reason, JCR basically places
emphasis on risks related to cash flow balance for considering the long-term issuer rating. JCR reflects
risks related to resolution regime when group creditworthiness is relatively low. Specifically, in cases
where the group creditworthiness is relatively high at equivalent to A or higher than A, JCR assigns the
same rating as the group creditworthiness to the holding company, when JCR judges that there are no
problems with cash flow balance. When JCR judges that there are problems with cash flow balance,
JCR notches down the rating by 1 notch. In cases where the group creditworthiness is equivalent to Aor lower than A- and application of SPE Resolution is indicated in advance, JCR reflects risks related
to resolution regime in ratings for the holding companies irrespective of cash flow balance, and
notches down the rating in principle by 1 notch. There might be many cases for holding companies in
Japan where JCR judges in this way. JCR sees that the possibility of application of preventive
measures for sound banks and groups such as Measures Under Item (i) or Specified Measures Under
Item (i) defined under the Deposit Insurance Act at the time of financial crisis for Japanese financial
groups is considerably high. Views on restrictive factors for the preventive measures, however, may
change depending on the authorities’ attitudes, political, financial, and economic environment.
(c) Holding Companies, for Which Application of SPE Resolution is Not Indicated in Advance
For holding companies, for which application of SPE Resolution is not indicated in advance, JCR
notches down the rating in principle by 1 notch when there are problems with cash flow balance,
basically placing emphasis on the cash flow balance in determination of rating. Concerning risks
related to resolution regime, JCR incorporates a probability of actual occurrence of a situation where
loss burden is intensively borne by creditors of the holding company into the ratings, judging it in a
comprehensive manner based on political situations, the authorities’ policies and attitudes, etc. on a
case-by-case basis.
(d) Intermediary Holding Companies
For intermediary holding companies, if it is recognized that it is highly likely that support from the group
through the parent company will be extended, JCR sometimes gives the same rating as the group
creditworthiness to them, even if there are problems with cash flow balance.
(e) Factors for Expansion or Reduction of Notching
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JCR considers expanding notching in all cases as the group creditworthiness lowers and the
possibility of being placed under resolution regime increases. In these cases, JCR gives a rating in line
with definitions of rating symbols based on distance to loss. As a result, notching might be larger than
1 notch. There are cases where mutual support in the group is strictly restricted, depending on
countries and regions. In these cases, JCR notches down by more than 2 notches.
3. Long-term Issuer Rating for Group Companies
(1) Major Factors to be Considered
JCR determines the long-term issuer rating for financial groups’ group companies other than holding
companies, taking into account both the sole creditworthiness derived from evaluations of those group
companies’ sole earnings and financial structure and likelihood of future financial support by the group
(group support) together. There are two methods to reflect likelihood of group support in the rating: (i)
top-down approach, under which JCR incorporates group support into the ratings based on evaluation
of group creditworthiness and (ii) bottom-up approach, under which JCR incorporates group support
into the ratings based on evaluation of group companies’ sole creditworthiness. JCR determines the
long-term issuer rating for group companies, primarily taking into consideration the following factors
under these two methods.
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Group Companies’ Importance
Group Companies’ Sole Creditworthiness
Group Creditworthiness
Group Companies’ Size

(2) Group Companies’ Importance
JCR places the group companies’ importance in their groups as the most important factor in evaluation
of likelihood of group support. As explained as general rules that can be applied to all corporate ratings
in common in “Rating Perspectives for subsidiary companies,” JCR determines its evaluations by
examining (i) the degree of control and involvement in the group companies by the group, (ii) the
strength of business ties in the group, and (iii) the size of the group companies’ presence in the group.
(3) Group Companies’ Sole Creditworthiness
JCR considers it is necessary to reflect sole creditworthiness of group companies in their ratings,
depending on situations, even in the case of top-down approach. This is because it is necessary to
consider restrictions under prudential regulation for core companies and holding companies. Unlike
industrial corporation groups, core companies and holding companies in financial groups are subject to
prudential regulation including capital adequacy ratio regulation or prompt corrective action. Thus, they
cannot support group companies in an unlimited way where it exceeds a certain level required for
soundness under the regulation.
(4) Group Creditworthiness
JCR takes into account group creditworthiness as not only a starting point for notching down under the
top-down approach, but a factor for determination of the degree of it. This is because it is considered it
will become more likely that risks related to restrictions under prudential regulation described above
will come to the surface in cases where group creditworthiness is low, because core companies’ or
holding companies’ financial margins have been lowered in such cases. Deterioration of group
creditworthiness can work against likelihood of group support, and becomes a factor for expansion of
difference between group creditworthiness and group companies’ ratings.
(5) Group Companies’ Size
In general, large group companies’ contributions to the group in terms of business base and earnings
are large, and their importance in the group can be considered high in many cases. Large size of
group companies will increase likelihood of group support and work for their creditworthiness. This is
also true for financial groups’ group companies.
However, there are cases where JCR negatively reflects large size of financial groups’ group
companies measured by total assets in their ratings unlike group companies of industrial corporation
groups. This is because financial groups are subject to prudential regulation and possibility of their
violations of this regulation increases when size of their group companies becomes large as compared
with the groups’ financial strength. Restrictions under prudential regulation can more come to the
surface as the group creditworthiness lowers. As group creditworthiness lowers, difference between
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group creditworthiness and group companies’ ratings expands, because large size of group companies
can weaken likelihood of group support.
(6) Top-down Approach and Bottom-up Approach
For group companies which are deemed to be substantially consolidated subsidiaries of financial
groups and are recognized as highly important for the groups, JCR takes top-down approach. In this
case, while JCR assigns the same long-term issuer rating as group creditworthiness to the core group
companies, which assume major parts of their groups’ business bases and earnings. JCR notches
down the ratings for group companies other than core companies from group creditworthiness.
Notching between the group companies and group creditworthiness under top-down approach is
usually 0 to 3. The most important factor for determination of this notching is importance for the group
described in (1). For financial groups, however, notching from group creditworthiness sometimes
expands as a result of additional evaluations on group companies’ sole creditworthiness, group
creditworthiness, and group companies’ size as described in (3), (4), and (5).
JCR makes much account of substantial aspects in determination of whether group companies are
deemed to be consolidated subsidiaries. In cases of group companies under financial groups, it is not
unusual that investment ratios by core companies or holding companies for some group companies
are restricted and they are deconsolidated, even though they are important for the groups, due to
restrictions under laws and regulations or in consideration of impact on financial indicators. In these
cases, JCR sometimes treats these group companies in terms of status as substantially equivalent to
or close to the consolidated subsidiaries, in consideration of intensity of ties in terms of organization
and business operations.
For group companies which are not deemed to be substantially consolidated subsidiaries or are not
considered much important for the groups, JCR considers taking bottom-up approach, if likelihood of
group support is recognized to more than a certain degree. The degree of the notching up from the
group companies’ sole creditworthiness is 1 or 2 in many cases.
Upper limit of the group companies’ ratings is, in principle, group creditworthiness, even if their sole
creditworthiness is considered higher than group creditworthiness, based on the fact that the groups
can basically freely use group companies’ capital and other resources. In cases where it is considered
that keeping the group companies’ creditworthiness at a certain level even at the cost of the groups’
financials, etc. is very important for the groups, JCR considers giving higher ratings that exceed the
group creditworthiness to such group companies. For example, banks specializing in asset
administration services which undertake and administer important assets of customers of core
companies in the groups are such cases.
(7) Management Integration Among Companies in the Same Business Category
(a) Evaluation Method
In the face of tough earnings environment due to decline of population and prolonged low interest
environment, movements to keep financial functions or soundness through management integration
among companies in the same business category are continuing in Japan’s financial industry. These
movements include joint establishment of a holding company by several banks and then formation of a
new financial group under the holding company or some banks’ joining other financial banking groups.
Through these movements, there are an increasing number of cases where there are group
companies belonging to the same industry as the core company or where there are several core
companies belonging to the same industry in the same financial groups.
For group companies which joined groups for the purpose of management integration, JCR takes topdown approach and assigns a rating close to group creditworthiness to them on the premise that they
are basically consolidated subsidiaries of groups. This is based on the following: (i) Japan’s financial
environment makes importance of management integration and subsequent integrated management
of groups higher; (ii) there are many cases where integration of groups are pursued in the field of
important practical operations such as systems; (iii) financial groups have strong incentives to prevent
overall groups’ confidence and reputation from being impaired through their treatments for group
companies.
(b) Views on Group Companies’ Importance in Management Integration
Japan’s financial industry is facing stagnant needs for financing and intensified competition in the
declining population and structural fund surplus situations, shrinking interest margin due to prolonged
low interest rate environment, increasing threats from new entrants from different industries such as IT
and retail companies, and so on. Management integration is considered effective for realization of
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goals for these challenges including expansion of sales channels and regions, increase of addedvalue of products and services, business diversification, higher efficiency including reduction of
expenses. Based on this position of management integration, JCR sees that JCR can judge that
importance of management integration and groups’ integrated operations is high in many cases.
JCR sees that groups’ integration in important practical operations including integration of systems,
unification of administrative rules, sharing of administrative functions, unification of personnel system,
personnel exchange in many fields, is indicating high importance of management integration and
group companies. JCR also considers that disorders that can be expected when the groups do not
extend necessary support to the group companies which are integrated to the group in terms of
practical operations should be taken into account in judging their importance.
In cases where group companies belonging to the same industry, weakening or breakdown of financial
bases may have a negative impact on financial order in countries and regions and stability of the
financial system. It is essential for financial groups to keep confidence and good reputation from the
market, customers, regional societies, the authorities, etc. in conducting their businesses. Failures in
taking appropriate measures for group companies and then causing negative impact on financial order,
etc. may significantly damage the groups’ confidence and reputation and may also shake the groups’
business itself. For this reason, it is very important to keep financials of subsidiaries in sound status.
(c) Overall Evaluation
JCR assigns the same long-term issuer rating as group creditworthiness to group companies
belonging to the same industry which joined the group for the purpose of management integration and
are highly important for the group, as they satisfy the assumptions described in (b) above.
In cases where the degree of satisfaction for the assumptions described in (b) is recognized as weak
and the importance of group companies is not considered very high, JCR notches down the rating for
group companies by 1 notch or more from group creditworthiness. For example, if integration of
systems is considered insufficient, policies are undetermined, or feasibility is unknown, JCR considers
notching down by around 1 notch from group creditworthiness, till JCR can confirm strong integration.
In cases where JCR judges that management integration is not strategically very important and the
integration is strongly considered as relief, JCR considers notching by 2 notches or more under the
top-down approach in line with evaluation of the importance, or applying the bottom-up approach to
the ratings.
Even in cases where JCR judges that importance of group companies is very high, JCR sometimes
does not assign the same ratings as group creditworthiness to such group companies, as a result of
evaluations on group companies’ sole creditworthiness, group creditworthiness, and group companies’
size as described in (3), (4), and (5). That is to say, in cases where there is a difference of more than 2
notches between group companies’ sole creditworthiness and group creditworthiness, JCR considers
notching down by 1 notch or more for the group companies from group creditworthiness, excluding
when the group companies are small. In particular, if there is difference between the group companies’
sole creditworthiness and group creditworthiness and the group creditworthiness cannot be said as
high being equivalent to A- or lower than A-, JCR considers notching down by 2 notches or more.
There are cases where sole creditworthiness of core companies which assume financial burden
required for groups’ support for group companies is higher than group creditworthiness. In such cases,
JCR considers setting the sole creditworthiness of the core companies as the starting point for the
notching.
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